
What Does It Do?
The Swiss built Sirius envelope-sealing system can quickly 
seal your envelope in one single process. The unique system 
can seal up to 300 envelopes per minute, thats around 
18,000 per hour! Users are even able to adjust the output 
speed if needed. 

Gummed envelopes of various sizes from 90 to 250mm wide 
can be sealed and as the machine has low noise levels, it is 
suited to office environments. 

Easy To Use

This manual start and stop envelope sealing machine turns 
on once the envelope enters the machine and turns off 
when the tray is empty. It automatically adjusts to handle 
envelopes of different thickness and its rubber conveyor belt 
with 5 transport rollers allows for the smooth, irreversible 
flow of envelopes. The water is fed from a large transparent 
reservoir alleviating calcification build-up. You can see when 
it needs to be refilled and a self-cleaning moistening roller 
eliminates the need for maintenance. It seals both pointed 
and rounded flaps and comes with a variable speed dial, 
on/off switch, and indicator light. 

The envelope sealer is a portable, desktop unit that is clean 
and quiet for use in any office or department.

Why Do I Need It?
Whether you send out direct mail campaigns, invoices, 
statements, letters, brochures or other documents, the AMS 
envelop sealing system reduces the time and effort needed 
to seal envelopes by eliminating the need to manually wet 
and fold the envelope flap – perfect for large mailshots.
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Improves the efficiency, security and presentation of your mailing process

• Up to 18,000 gummed 
envelopes can be sealed 
per hour

• Seals envelopes effectively 
and quickly from 90mm to 
250mm wide

• Large water reservoir

• Adjustable moistening 
intensity

• Speed regulation provides 
selectively adjustable 
output

• Simple to operate

• Great build quality

• Swiss Engineering

AMS - MAILING MADE EASY

Key Features:
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Why Choose An AMS Envelope Sealer?
AMS is one of the UK’s leading suppliers of mailroom equipment. As well 
as having a dedicated team of knowledgeable experts to offer advice 
and bespoke solutions to suit your mailing needs, we have a well-trained 
customer support team and highly skilled team of field engineers to 
support you after your purchase.

This reliable and efficient after-care support service is provided to ensure 
you get the most out of your purchase. We also offer a comprehensive 
range of technical support and service packages that cover both 
equipment and software. Our maintenance packages are an economical 
way to maximise performance and the longevity of your machine, overall 
resulting in peace of mind.

ENVELOPE SEALER SPECIFICATIONS
OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Optional Equipment
AMS manufacture a range of 
machine cabinets that will 
easily support your mailing 
equipment as well as provide 
ample storage space. AMS 
also manufacturer a range of 
conveyor stackers and dryers 
to complement your equipment 
thereby making it easier and 
more efficient to produce your 
mailings.

Mailing Supplies
AMS supply a wide range of 
low-cost consumables to suit 
our mailing equipment.

SPECIFICATIONS
Speed: Maximum tested on C5 envelope is 

18,000 per hour
Material Sizes 250mm max width

Material Thickness From single sheet insert up to 4mm 
(6mm optional)

TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Machine Dimensions (W)380mm x (L)1170mm x (H) 

400mm
Weight 25.3kg

Electrical 230vAC 50/60Hz - Fuse rating 1.6 
Amp
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